PLANETARY
3-6-9 71809952
A better world 81130220
A prayer for connection via dispenser
A prayer for connection via recharger
A prayer for connection via supercharger
A prayer for healing via P4
A prayer for healing via prayer warrior
A prayer for our leaders via dispenser
A prayer for our leaders via field generator
A prayer for our world via recharger
access memory of all 66536305
Access part of self from which consciousness rises 78177300
Accumulation of wealth for those who provide service to all 3078550
Action aligned with thought 9160099
Activate frontal cortex 365533517
Activate pineal gland 85012578
Activate software in subconscious mind to put the right man in as president 84647904
Activate the plan to save the world 82023445
Activate the plan to save the world image via acupuncture
Alertness 24038597
Align with natural law 81893208
Alignment with truth 9408656
Alkaline 73765439
All planetary elements controlled by the light
All resources provided
Allow divine inspiration 38996417
Alternatives to youtube 67060324
Always in the right place at the right time 82251925
America embraces peace 84419864
American people see the truth about false flags 70079472
American people take over the idea of information 3681761
Americans now push back against fake news 66812377
Antedotes to the dark plan 75845021
Anything is possible 80290181
Archangel ariel 9072825
Archangel Azrael 9620042
Archangel Azrael image via QiGong
Archangel Gabriel 733592136
Archangel Haniel 3252213
Archangel Jophiel 9734798
Archangel Metatron 24813625

Archangel Michael 8253784
Archangel Michael 8253784
Archangel Raguel 29003451
Archangel Raphael 7445905
Archangel Raziel 9332535
Archangel Sandalphon 79321828
Archangel Uriel 89856175
Archangel Zadkiel 6484575
Attachment to control system 3314323
Authentic spiritual consciousness
Avert false flags 86982391
Avoid accidents 9874225
Avoid attacks 88120036
Awaken the spiritually sleeping 3872483
Balance between negative and positive forces 9263184
Being of service to others
Beneficial pattern of neural pathways 73129107
Big businesses branch out to small communities 9219738
Bigotry disappears 70716351
Blessings 8590676
Block all bioweapons systems 85134385
Block all bioweapons systems image via P4
Block all bioweapons systems image via prayer warrior
Block damage from ultraviolet light 9818490
Block damage from wi-fi routers 86207707
Block doomsday sayers 9939722
Block ionizing radiation 68784949
Block mass distractions 3293387
Block non-beneficial non-ionizing radiation 62247472
Block reassortment 80136816
Block the creation of chaos 87735065
Block the creation of chaos image via field generator
Blood of Jesus Christ 6751558
Blood of Jesus Christ heals every cell 6601234
boost US economy 3855281
Brain development 306748119
Break the spell of the main-stream media 80072307
Breakthrough 5431987
Bright future 4863803
Bring in an ideal world 9461646
Bulletproof immunity 82750265
Cancel riots 9796329
Catastrophe 3798803
Censorship fails 3551500

Challenge the power structure 9117290
Charge: Peace is just a thought away 3995569
Charge: The world is filled with loving and compassionate people 3881747
Christ Consciousness 715126344
Clairaudience 8832396
Clarity 124146966
Clean up planet earth 64064295
Clear adult paranoia 3518358
Clear damage to health from microwave ovens 73019858
Clear harm from radio waves 3450174
Clear harm from television 9107075
Clear preoccupation with material life 64456697
Clear social programming 65215914
Cognition 429709233
Cognitive dissonance 70475469
Collapse voter manipulation 67610403
Command America
Common sense 9308502
Common sense image via dispenser
Concentrate 6831374
Confronting dark connections, agendas, evil to end the long war on humanity 9099467
Content 542466276
Control obsessive behavior 68674013
Control of mind in the form of a higher guidance construct
Corruptions are immediately found 81512405
Counteract danger 67149753
Counteract danger 67149753
Create antidote to the dark strategy 9861343
Crimes against humanity exposed 3949899
Cult and satanic underpinnings of crimes against humanity are now revealed 72646604
Death penalty for those who promote or further sex-trafficking 63601693
Decode the dark strategy 62653360
Defeat ai 81481593
Defeat brings a miraculous triumph 3137799
Defeat mind control 37851180
Defeat sonic attacks 63322936
Defeat those who wish to take over planet earth 3310449
Defeat those who wish to take over planet earth image via field generator
Desire to know the truth 71960731
Destroy evil infiltration 67400580
Destroy multi-generational mind control 9934199
Devotion to the betterment of mankind 72063055
DHA 64824256
Dirty electricity 2120192

Disable Archontic technology 3388215
Disable evil powers 89140150
Discernment 68848383
Discover a mission 80867417
Discover what is necessary to know
Dismantle all negative tech agendas 68609768
Dismantle attempts to brainwash the American people 66273008
Dismantle sex trafficking 85899016
Divine Assistance 10910382
Divine Connection 6132349
Divine Grace and Redemption on Earth 64775754
Divine intervention 30086877
Divine message 71412858
Divine order 5163822
Divine plan for ascention 9121016
Divine reassurance
Divine sword of crystal white Light 3978146
Divine Transformation 81822365
Educate the public about EMF 84158042
Electrical pollution 83447071
Eliminate the possibility of WWIII 89102064
Embody the Warrior Heart 74421364
Embrace absolute truth 1068159
EMF 80917487
Emotional intelligence 86399810
Emotional intelligence image via qigong
Empathy 78163408
empower people to solve their own problems 3578586
Empowering solutions 87573827
End civil dis-rest 89581626
End deceitful creation of the news 87416845
End fake news 38190419
End governmental debt 70042991
End human trafficking 77248772
End media promotion of destructive lifestyle choices 80343020
End organ harvesting 9082256
End organ harvesting image via field generator
End organ harvesting image via prayer warrior
End organ harvesting image via QiGong
End pain and misery 9638989
End pain and misery image via prayer warrior
End the accumulation of the world's wealth by those who wish to enslave the people 86990766
End the criminal control of the world 80521136
End the prevalence of human rights abuse 9565639

End the state of servitude of the human race 3592652
End the state of servitude of the human race image via field generator
End the transformation of food into a weapon 77655496
End war 74649377
Enemies are forced to reveal themselves 9030156
Enlightenment 544080721
Eradicate evil and destruction from government 70895331
Etheric armor surrounds my body 84551182
Everyone wins 88677561
Expose evil 61217892
Expose pedophile priests 3544062
Expose true fascists 74030212
Expose true racists 67412820
Faith in higher consciousness 3980406
Faith in humanity 86246588
FBI follow their oath to uphold the law 79483998
Find a higher meaning to the flow of events 69116211
Find my protection 89692198
Focus 59833057
For truth regeneration 80148243
For truth regeneration image via acupuncture
Force society to care about our children 77964949
Forces of darkness are now disintegrated 67030896
Fortitude 398854229
Free from oppression 69216925
Free Mkultra slaves 30635732
Freedom for all prevails 72500635
Freedom from mind control 78091379
Freedom over bondage 75364229
Fully awake 79306416
Fumigate the department of justice 3457573
Generate more income 31991406
Genius mind 4850370
Get out of the matrix 78322787
Get people out in the sun 9728335
Global spiritual awakening 9795703
Gold 1303437
Good fortune 3971964
Gratitude 3622768
Growing numbers are anti-vaccination 71816716
Guidance 28961152
Guided by synchronicity
Guided from the dangers of this historical period 78316340
Hallucination 1726391

Harmony 276509439
Heal 538774950
Heal broken heart 6136502
Heal DNA 3372748
Heal genetic codes 74329148
Heal heart chakra 29539179
Healing energy 5472401
Heaven on earth 460984288
High level telepathy 522529490
High moral character 3616589
Higher consciousness 976539812
Homeschool instead of public school 3194898
Honor 4110795
Human decency restored 89475311
Humanize law enforcement 3268293
Hysteria 40932685
Ideas based on truth 9845596
Immunity from infiltration on all levels 9634774
Imprison the puppet masters 63145062
Increase the amount of love in my home to the highest level possible for health and well-being,
all in a perfect and correct way 5270409
Innovation 3733594
Insight 9377139
Integrate soul parts 82350308
Integration of spiritual knowledge 3818162
Integration of spiritual knowledge via recharger
Intervention of unseen, benevolent forces 87792151
Intervention of unseen, benevolent forces image via acupuncture
Intuitive guidance 63961090
Invoke protection 9248932
Isaiah 49: 23-25 cocktail
Joy for the future 1909482
Judicial punishment for those responsible for riots 76861854
Jumpstart economy through the creation of opportunity zones 82076286
keep energy up 3371930
Keep second amendment rights 9853844
knowingness 9267059
knowledge of true self 67155722
knowledge over ignorance 67935280
Lamentations 3
Liberated from ancestral karma 72799306
Liberation from satanism 3754560
Lies are revealed 79135389
Lift the world to its ideal 67006883

Lifted above common awareness 83135890
Light 85783590
Light in the midst of the darkness
Limit exposure to fluorescent lights 68542044
Listen 7871767
Living the best truth 80414516
Love 5294361
Love between all members of the human race 77292623
Love of God 81419902
Love that transcends sexuality 3462256
Lucid dreaming 629274060
Lucid dreaming image via acupuncture
Maintain constitutional safeguards 3995464
Major declassification now comes out 66109770
Manifest a beautiful harmonious world 32054105
Manifestation of consciousness in the physical world 87072175
Mask mouth 67684421
Maturity 7767646
Men and women of America forgotten no longer 67239168
Mental balance 1603833
Merging minds 3915929
Miasms 76647720
Million dollar fine for those who use electronics to promote or further self trafficking 9094530
Mine garbage 9933059
Minimize distractions 71565896
Miraculous collapse of satanic empire 85825509
Miraculous healing 850032
Miraculous protection 65270383
Mothers stand up and get their power back 64208176
Neocortex 88136261
Neurogenesis color image via recharger
Neutralize bioweapon false flags 76815782
Neutralize damage from smart meters 77518590
Neutralize harmful substances in food 9559330
Neutralize media stimulation for violence 332833090
Neutralize the negative effects of Hertz and Geopathic stress 3577668
Neutralize the work of dark magicians 1715231
Neutralize victim consciousness 9092483
Neutralize vilification of conservatives 82163848
New ways of getting worldly needs met
No voter fraud 60714632
One nation under God 3012533
One with God 653074086
Only project and manifest good 1396453

Open closed ears immediately 9674902
Organize and be heard 72263430
Overcome evil with good 69477115
Patience 518736108
Patriots protect patriots 60566120
Peace 1480691
Peace on earth 88144037
Peace with Iran 39984085
Perception 2060010
Permanent peace 9720343
Permanently eradicate war 3082182
Permanently eradicate war image via dispenser
Personal survival 74879762
Phenomenology 79187352
Pink 83565679
Planet earth steps into the Light 68500710
Polarity 21207892
Positive change 84858231
Positive people 921061927
Positive thinking 41658744
Positive wake -up call image via prayer warrior
Positive wake- up call 69952535
Positive wake- up call image via field generator
Power elite involved in corruption no longer protected 65227269
Power elite involved in pedophilia no longer protected 3321605
Power grid in place that no dark force can access or withstand 83026181
Prana 46720033
Pranayama 69727343
Prayer 9069662
Prayer for the children 3639692
Premonition allow us to avoid impending accidents and attacks 9560089
Presence of god 2168106
Prevent left and right polarizing into dangerous groups 84674194
Prosecutors now talk to celebrities involved in pedophilia 76004731
Protect the careers of honest journalists 3436652
Protect Young Pharoah 68130313
protection from cyber- attacks 3706551
Public awakening 64846993
Public no longer deceived by MSM 78558103
Public no longer deceived by MSM color image via prayer warrior
Public no longer deceived by MSM color image via supercharger
Purity 23090702
Pursue the truth 87590601
Racism 4437596

Radioactivity 4713574
Raise consciousness 76152132
Reach the masses with the truth 3816302
Reach those lost in ideologies 9628871
Ready for the storm 9066226
Realize new abilities 65542751
Reclaim the freedom that is rightfully ours 9215690
Remote viewing 2840383
Remove bad energy 9654221
Remove heavy metals from the midline brain 76256471
Remove power from high profile criminals 88169709
Replace all sinister forces with the light of God 87738690
Resolve extreme political polarization 3503992
Restoration of law and order to our nation's cities 78825809
Return love for hatred 67446270
Return love for hatred via dispenser
Return love for hatred via recharger
Return the world to the people 61912041
Reunite Americans 3159406
Reveal deep state crimes 73941621
Reveal human sacrifice 9797978
Reveal human trafficking pedophiles 89036868
Reveal the true communist perspective 88048258
Reveal the truth about the corona virus 89466946
Reveal the worldwide criminal enterprise 66158665
Reveal truth 675163377
Sacred boundaries 9813367
See the difference between the truth and a story 393280598
Sense of humor 633905448
Shield and vortex placed around self, loved ones, city, state, nation and planet 3142190
Shield to block weaponized weather, frequency, and economics 9962647
Shielded from all magick 313255288
Shielded from manipulation 73690701
Shielded from manipulation image via field generator
Shielded from manipulation image via p$
Shielded from manipulation image via prayer warrior
Social upheaval 89318535
Solar flares 67426054
Solutions 8631930
spiritual awakening 272766223
spiritual awakening image via dispenser
Spirituality 743643168
Spontaneous healing 81560788
Spontaneous healing image via QiGong

St. Germaine 73157925
Stand against the devils schemes 9919929
Stand strong 63848684
Star seed grid 3074500
Starseeds defeat the dark plans for planet earth 69542522
Step away from fake reality 69959671
Stop agenda 21 9534518
Stop judicial misconduct 71570836
Stop the escalation of violence 79707212
Stop the unnecessary and senseless violence in this city 3074157
Superpowers 84338758
Support honest cops 84730348
Survival as a free people 9524190
Sustained will 70671474
Swamp corruption will be exposed 1696580
Synchronicity 4815762
Take back our lives and our future from the evil cabal 9764856
Take the right actions 68791075
Telepathy 522529490
Tell the absolute truth 3904898
The Armor of God 78446266
The coming together of the collective mind 9172744
The group unity vow decree
The people are waking up 3891523
The people are waking up image via P4
The public demands release from mandatory vaccines 79687877
the public is awakened 9492653
The will to defend oneself 61192306
The world is waking up 9229698
Those who control media and entertainment are of high consciousness 81139689
Thrive 35601682
Tip the balance to 50-50 85077350
Together we are invincible 70752724
Together we can make a difference 3473052
Top leaders are of white light 9352872
Town wide cleanup days 66548827
Trace those who watch bondage porn 68012096
Transmute and transform the gia grid and shield those who cannot see the grid
Treasure the information coming from the right hemisphere of the brain 79128773
Trust God 385661812
Trust self 3658742
Truth 897961
Unbiased reporting 9467128
Uncompromised political structure 68647670

Unconditional love 56 57 893
Understand causality 82953293
Understanding 564865
Uninstall non-beneficial memory in the water in my body and install memory of highest benefit
3856258
Unity grows without measure 81342386
Unlock hidden messages 9687294
Urban communities unite in love 78668044
Vaporize anarchy 65593387
Vaporize subliminal messaging 9492217
Victory against the greatest force of evil the world has ever known 3397254
Wake -up call remedy
Wake up from social programming 76805658
We're going to fight for this country 89759921
White house protection 70269601
Win the information war 9057140
With god all things are possible 66122374
Work together 67886462
Yes therapy deprogram universal hypnosis
Zero point is a portal in every layer of the holographic hologram 9166584

